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KEY=EDITION - MARQUIS TRUJILLO
A MOUSE COOKIE FIRST LIBRARY
HarperFestival For the very ﬁrst time, If You Give a Mouse a Cookie and If You Take a Mouse to School are available in board book form in this package. In the circle story If You Give a Mouse a Cookie, a little mouse runs a small boy ragged as he demands one thing after
another when the boy oﬀers him a cookie. The same boy and mouse are back in If You Take a Mouse to School, where boy and mouse learn about science, math, reading, writing, skateboarding and basketball during their day at school.

MAY I PLEASE HAVE A COOKIE? (SCHOLASTIC READER, LEVEL 1)
Scholastic Inc. In this Level 1 Scholastic Reader, Alﬁe learns that the best way to get a delicious cookie is to say please! Alﬁe loves his mommy's cookies, and he wants one more than anything! But grabbing for one, ﬁshing for one, and dressing up as a cookie inspector
don't seem to work. His mommy says there is a better way. What is it? Beginning readers will learn proper manners with Alﬁe as his mommy teaches him to say the magic words.

A HISTORY OF ALA POLICY ON INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM
A HISTORY OF ALA POLICY ON INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM: A SUPPLEMENT TO THE INTELLECTUAL FREEDOM MANUAL, NINTH EDITION
American Library Association Collecting several key documents and policy statements, this supplement to the ninth edition of the Intellectual Freedom Manual traces a history of ALA’s commitment to ﬁghting censorship. An introductory essay by Judith Krug and Candace
Morgan, updated by OIF Director Barbara Jones, sketches out an overview of ALA policy on intellectual freedom. An important resource, this volume includes documents which discuss such foundational issues as The Library Bill of RightsProtecting the freedom to
readALA’s Code of EthicsHow to respond to challenges and concerns about library resourcesMinors and internet activityMeeting rooms, bulletin boards, and exhibitsCopyrightPrivacy, including the retention of library usage records

AMERICAN LIBRARY HISTORY
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO

COOKIE'S WEEK
Penguin Cookie the cat gets into a diﬀerent kind of mischief every day of the week.

THE ORBIS PICTUS OF JOHN AMOS COMENIUS
IF YOU GIVE A MOUSE A COOKIE
"If you give a mouse a cookie, he's going to ask for a glass of milk. When you give him the milk, he'll probably ask you for a straw. . . ". So begins this delightful story about an energetic mouse and an accommodating little boy. Full-color illustrations.

THE SMART COOKIE
HarperCollins Be a smart cookie--and don't miss the latest book in #1 New York Times bestselling series The Bad Seed, from creators Jory John and Pete Oswald!

TOUGH COOKIE
A CHRISTMAS STORY
Henry Holt and Company (BYR) When a cookie discovers he does NOT taste delicious, he has to ﬁnd a new identity in this clever picture book twist on a holiday classic. Once upon a time, while Fox was visiting the land of Holiday Treats, a little cookie—still warm from the
bakery oven—burst out the front door looking sweet and ready to be devoured. But, as it turns out, Cookie is not as fast as he thinks and when Fox ﬁnally catches him, they’re both in for a big surprise: Sugar Cookie does not taste delicious—and he’s certainly not ﬁt to
be eaten. What’s an unsavory cookie to do? Is there another option for this not-so-sweet treat? This inventive story celebrates the joy of being accepted for who we are. Includes recipes and instructions to cook up your own Tough Cookies! Christy Ottaviano Books

MY FIRST LIBRARY
Grosset & Dunlap This delightful boxed set contains board book editions of three classic children's books— Good Night, Gorilla; Corduroy; and The Little Engine That Could. It's the perfect addition to every baby's library and is guaranteed to give hours and hours of
reading time—at bedtime or anytime.

MANLEY’S TECHNOLOGY OF BISCUITS, CRACKERS AND COOKIES
Elsevier Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and Cookies is widely regarded as the standard work in its ﬁeld. Part one covers management issues such as HACCP, quality control, process control and product development. Part two deals with the selection of raw
materials and ingredients. The range and types of biscuits is covered in part three, while part four covers the main production processes and equipment, from bulk handling and metering of ingredients to packaging, storage and waste management. Eight expert
authors have joined Duncan Manley in extensively updating and expanding the book, which is now some 25% longer than the previous edition. Part one now includes a new chapter on sustainability in the biscuit industry and the discussion of process and eﬃciency
control is more detailed. In part two the information on wheat ﬂour has been extensively revised to reﬂect recent developments and there are entirely new chapters on fats and oils and packaging materials. Photographs of the major types of biscuits now illustrate
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chapters in part three, which also includes a newly-composed chapter on the position of biscuits in nutrition. Finally, part four has been comprehensively reviewed and revised with the assistance of an author from a major machinery manufacturer. With its
distinguished editor and team of expert contributors this new edition consolidates the position of Manley’s Technology of Biscuits, Crackers and Cookies as the standard reference work in the industry. Widely regarded as the standard work in its ﬁeld Covers
management issues such as HACCP, quality control, process control and product development Deals with the selection of raw materials and ingredients

KNOWLEDGE JUSTICE
DISRUPTING LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES THROUGH CRITICAL RACE THEORY
MIT Press Black, Indigenous, and Peoples of Color--reimagine library and information science through the lens of critical race theory. In Knowledge Justice, Black, Indigenous, and Peoples of Color scholars use critical race theory (CRT) to challenge the foundational
principles, values, and assumptions of Library and Information Science and Studies (LIS) in the United States. They propel CRT to center stage in LIS, to push the profession to understand and reckon with how white supremacy aﬀects practices, services, curriculum,
spaces, and policies.

PUBLIC LIBRARY CATALOG
THE ART OF FAILURE
AN ESSAY ON THE PAIN OF PLAYING VIDEO GAMES
MIT Press An exploration of why we play video games despite the fact that we are almost certain to feel unhappy when we fail at them. We may think of video games as being "fun," but in The Art of Failure, Jesper Juul claims that this is almost entirely mistaken. When
we play video games, our facial expressions are rarely those of happiness or bliss. Instead, we frown, grimace, and shout in frustration as we lose, or die, or fail to advance to the next level. Humans may have a fundamental desire to succeed and feel competent, but
game players choose to engage in an activity in which they are nearly certain to fail and feel incompetent. So why do we play video games even though they make us unhappy? Juul examines this paradox. In video games, as in tragic works of art, literature, theater, and
cinema, it seems that we want to experience unpleasantness even if we also dislike it. Reader or audience reaction to tragedy is often explained as catharsis, as a purging of negative emotions. But, Juul points out, this doesn't seem to be the case for video game
players. Games do not purge us of unpleasant emotions; they produce them in the ﬁrst place. What, then, does failure in video game playing do? Juul argues that failure in a game is unique in that when you fail in a game, you (not a character) are in some way
inadequate. Yet games also motivate us to play more, in order to escape that inadequacy, and the feeling of escaping failure (often by improving skills) is a central enjoyment of games. Games, writes Juul, are the art of failure: the singular art form that sets us up for
failure and allows us to experience it and experiment with it. The Art of Failure is essential reading for anyone interested in video games, whether as entertainment, art, or education.

THE STORYTELLER'S CANDLE
Children's Book Press During the early days of the Great Depression, New York City's ﬁrst Puerto Rican librarian, Pura Belprâe, introduces the public library to immigrants living in El Barrio and hosts the neighborhood's ﬁrst Three Kings' Day ﬁesta.

COOKIES
A MR. AND MRS. GREEN ADVENTURE
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt When Mr. Green wakes up from his nap, he ﬁnds fresh baked cookies and a note that says they are terrible and not to eat them.

FRANKEN COOKIE COUNTS! ADDITION WITH PICTURES FOR KINDERGARTNERS
CreateSpace Here is the second Common Core Curriculum problem solving activity book which includes addition, subtraction, matching, put together by Amelia Picklewiggle. This is the ﬁrst of many activity books for Math, Reading, Social Studies and more. The books
are easy to read, with simple addition and subtraction problems. It's a fun and entertaining way to help your child learn math stress free. The sentences are short and simple to read, using picture manipulatives. Your child will have fun looking at the pictures and
counting them, They can also color the pages. FRANKEN COOKIE is a trademark of Amel;ia Picklewiggle. The storybook is also available through Amazon.

ELMO'S LITTLE LIBRARY
ELMO'S MOTHER GOOSE, ELMO SAYS, ELMO'S ABC BOOK, ELMO'S TRICKY TONGE TWISTERS
Random House Books for Young Readers Collects four Elmo stories, including "Elmo's ABC book," in which Elmo invites the reader to help him decide which is his favorite letter of the alphabet.

WISCONSIN LIBRARY BULLETIN
THE PERSONAL LIBRARIAN
Penguin The Instant New York Times Bestseller! A Good Morning America* Book Club Pick! "Historical ﬁction at its best!"* A remarkable novel about J. P. Morgan's personal librarian, Belle da Costa Greene, the Black American woman who was forced to hide her true
identity and pass as white in order to leave a lasting legacy that enriched our nation, from New York Times bestselling authors Marie Benedict and Victoria Christopher Murray. In her twenties, Belle da Costa Greene is hired by J. P. Morgan to curate a collection of rare
manuscripts, books, and artwork for his newly built Pierpont Morgan Library. Belle becomes a ﬁxture in New York City society and one of the most powerful people in the art and book world, known for her impeccable taste and shrewd negotiating for critical works as
she helps create a world-class collection. But Belle has a secret, one she must protect at all costs. She was born not Belle da Costa Greene but Belle Marion Greener. She is the daughter of Richard Greener, the ﬁrst Black graduate of Harvard and a well-known advocate
for equality. Belle's complexion isn't dark because of her alleged Portuguese heritage that lets her pass as white--her complexion is dark because she is African American. The Personal Librarian tells the story of an extraordinary woman, famous for her intellect, style,
and wit, and shares the lengths she must go to--for the protection of her family and her legacy--to preserve her carefully crafted white identity in the racist world in which she lives.

CRASH COURSE IN YOUNG ADULT SERVICES
ABC-CLIO Learn how to improve teen services in public libraries by better understanding teen development and having positive interactions with teens to provide appropriate and interesting collections and services. • Enables librarians to create a welcoming
environment for teens in the library • Explains how to better understand teen patrons by ﬁnding out what teens read, listen to, and watch, enabling you to guide them to "something good to read" • Provides guidance in how to help teens meet their homework or other
information needs • Examines thorny issues regarding access, privacy, challenges to materials, and Internet use
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THE FREEDOM TO PUBLISH
Neal Schuman Pub This series examines important First Amendment issues, presenting the full texts of over 90 school-related court decisions in historical, legal, and sociological context. More than just court opinions, these cases present the reasoning and arguments
that can be used to ﬁght attempts at censorship in the schools.

NO, DAVID!
Scholastic Inc. The Caldecott Honor-winning classic by bestselling picture-book creator David Shannon!When David Shannon was ﬁve years old, he wrote and illustrated his ﬁrst book. On every page were these words: NO, DAVID! . . . and a picture of David doing things he
was not supposed to do. Now David is all grown up. But some things never change. . . .Over ﬁfteen years after its initial publication, NO, DAVID! remains a perennial household favorite, delighting children, parents, and teachers alike. David is a beloved character,
whose unabashed good humor, mischievous smile, and laughter-inducing antics underline the love parents have for their children--even when they misbehave.

THE ARTISANAL KITCHEN: HOLIDAY COOKIES
THE ULTIMATE CHEWY, GOOEY, CRISPY, CRUNCHY TREATS
Artisan Books Holiday Cookies is the newest addition to the Artisanal Kitchen series, adapted from Chewy, Gooey, Crispy, Crunchy, Melt-in-Your-Mouth Cookies (Artisan, 2010) by Alice Medrich. Holiday Cookies provides dozens of foolproof recipes for cookies, bars, and
savories of all textures, from simple holiday classics like Vanilla Bean Tuiles and Great Grahams to the more decadent Caramel Cheesecake Bars and Chunky Hazelnut Meringues. There are even some delicious savories that can double as hors d’oeuvres at the holiday
buﬀet like Crunchy Seed Cookies and Salted Peanut Toﬀee Cookies. Holiday Cookies, Holiday Cocktails, and Party Food, three new titles in the Artisanal Kitchen series, provide an indispensable arsenal of recipes that cover all the bases for a delicious holiday season.

ARNOLD LOBEL
Boston : Twayne Examines the work of the author of such children's stories as "Mouse Soup," "Owl at home," and "Treeful of Pigs"

MY FIRST CUPCAKE DECORATING BOOK
35 RECIPES FOR DECORATING CUPCAKES, COOKIES AND CAKE POPS FOR CHILDREN AGED 7 YEARS +
Ryland Peters & Small Budding bakers will love these 35 recipes for making super-cute cakes! You'll learn how to make delicious cupcakes, cookies, cake pops and more - and transform them into fantastic creations. In Cool Cupcakes, make pink piggy cupcakes, classic
butterﬂy cakes, pretty spotty cupcakes and more. The next chapter, Crazy Cookies, gives you ideas for creating ladybird cookies and pretty star cookies, as well as for gingerbread - including gingerbread families, animals and a village. Then have a go at the Brilliant
Brownies and Cake Pops - from adorable penguin pops to delicious brownie pops and cute brownie owls. Finally, take your pick from the Novelty Cakes, where there are super snowmen, under the sea mini cakes and honey ﬂake crunchies. There are basic recipes so that
you can make the cakes in any ﬂavour you want, and a techniques section that will teach you all you'll need to know, such as how to pipe icing and how to make shapes out of marzipan. All the projects are easy to follow with adorable artworks to guide you along the
way; plus, each one has a grade so you can start with the easiest and then move on as your decorating skills improve.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS
COOKIES
Computing McGraw-Hill Cookies are a mystery of Web programming. They're rumored to have been the cause of malevolent invasions of privacy, virus mongering, and security breaches. In reality, they are a highly eﬃcient programming tool that helps users keep track of
where they are in a Web site. These pages show how to make the most of cookies.

COOKIES, CAKES, AND CANDIES
Gareth Stevens Pub Introduces young chefs to the making of cookies, cakes, and candy.

STANDARD CATALOG FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES
A CLASSIFIED & ANNOTATED LIST OF 7,610 NON-FICTION BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR PUBLIC & COLLEGE LIBRARIES, WITH A FULL ANALYTICAL INDEX
THE FORTUNE COOKIE CHRONICLES
ADVENTURES IN THE WORLD OF CHINESE FOOD
Hachette Digital, Inc. "A woman's search for the world's greatest Chinese restaurant proves that egg rolls are as American as apple pie"--Provided by publisher.

ILLINOIS LIBRARIES
Includes proceedings of the Illinois Library Association.

HOW TO BE KIND IN KINDERGARTEN
A BOOK FOR YOUR BACKPACK
Penguin From the best-selling author of the hugely popular Kindergarten, Here I Come!, here's a guidebook in verse that shows children how to be kind in the new and exciting world of kindergarten. Small enough to ﬁt in a child's backpack, this collection of short
poems--one to a page--spans the entire year of kindergarten, oﬀering sweet and simple tips on how to be your best self--sharing your umbrella with a friend; taking turns on the swings, and inviting someone to join in a game. This is the perfect companion to DJ
Steinberg's enormously successful Kindergarten, Here I Come!
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ASK DR. MUELLER
THE WRITINGS OF COOKIE MUELLER
Serpents Tail Ask Dr. Mueller captures the glamour and grittiness of Cookie Mueller's life and times. Here are previously unpublished stories - wacky as they are enlightening - along with favorites from Walking Through Clear Water in a Pool Painted Black and other
publications. Also the best of Cookie's art columns from Details magazine, and the funniest of her advice columns from the East Village Eye, on everything from homeopathic medicine to how to cut your cocaine with a healthy substance. This collection is as much an
autobiography as it is a map of downtown New York in the early ?80s - that moment before Bright Lights, Big City, before the art world exploded, before New York changed into a yuppie metropolis, while it still had a glimmer of bohemian life.

SCHOOL LIBRARY MANAGEMENT, 7TH EDITION
ABC-CLIO This book compiles selected articles from Library Media Connection to help school librarians and pre-service librarians learn about how to implement best practices for school library management. • An outstanding LIS textbook that addresses the latest
standards, guidelines, and technologeis for the ﬁeld and oﬀers a blueprint for developing a strong school library program • A comprehensive listing of resources that includes websites, blogs, videos, and books • Articles written by distinguished practitioners and
industry icons • Suggestions for using new technologies to achieve learning outcomes • A compilation of the most useful articles from Library Media Connection

THE FIRST STEP
HOW ONE GIRL PUT SEGREGATION ON TRIAL
Bloomsbury Publishing USA How one girl put segregation on trial.

LAWN BOY
Algonquin Books Winner of the Alex Award “Mike Muñoz Is a Holden Caulﬁeld for a New Millennium--a '10th-generation peasant with a Mexican last name, raised by a single mom on an Indian reservation' . . . Evison, as in his previous four novels, has a light touch and
humorously guides the reader, this time through the mineﬁeld that is working-class America.” --The New York Times Book Review For Mike Muñoz, life has been a whole lot of waiting for something to happen. Not too many years out of high school and still doing menial
work--and just ﬁred from his latest gig as a lawn boy on a landscaping crew--he’s smart enough to know that he’s got to be the one to shake things up if he’s ever going to change his life. But how? He’s not qualiﬁed for much of anything. He has no particular talents,
although he is stellar at handling a lawn mower and wielding clipping shears. But now that career seems to be behind him. So what’s next for Mike Muñoz? In this funny, biting, touching, and ultimately inspiring novel, bestselling author Jonathan Evison takes the
reader into the heart and mind of a young man determined to achieve the American dream of happiness and prosperity--who just so happens to ﬁnd himself along the way.

A TO ZOO: SUBJECT ACCESS TO CHILDREN'S PICTURE BOOKS, 10TH EDITION
ABC-CLIO Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or collection development, this updated edition of the well-known companion makes ﬁnding the right picture books for your library a breeze. • Oﬀers easy subject
access to children's picture books • Features a user-friendly organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MOUSE!
Balzer + Bray Join Mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he celebrates his birthday with the perfect treat!

JAN BRETT'S LITTLE LIBRARY
Putnam Publishing Group A trio of board books collected in a boxed set includes "The Mitten," featuring a group of animals and the very inventive ways they use a mitten that has fallen from a clothesline. On board pages.
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